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Key Points 

● Goal is to reduce July 1, 2020 operating and maintenance expenses by $5.2 million to address 
a recurring structural imbalance and anticipated required systemwide reallocations.  

● The imbalance is due to expenses increasing at a higher rate than revenues from tuition and 
state funding.  

● The primary focus is to minimize the direct impact on students and ensure continued student 
success. This plan accomplishes that with academic programs and levels of support very 
similar to the current environment. 

● Budget reductions are occurring across campus, in every collegiate unit, and throughout 
non-academic operations.  

● UMD’s mission is to provide a well-rounded educational experience. A healthy program array 
with multiple disciplines is important to the student experience. Fine arts and the liberal arts 
are and will continue to be an important part of our academic experience.  

● UMD has been working each year to balance a recurring deficit that started with $9.4 million in 
2014. We have made substantial progress through on-going reductions and assistance from 
the University of Minnesota System.  

● While this balances UMD’s budget for the upcoming fiscal year, the importance of financial 
management and making strategic budgeting decisions will continue into the future. 

 
Budget Reduction Details: 

● Twenty-nine faculty and staff are directly affected with this budget reduction; plus 13 graduate 
teaching assistant positions (total of 42 people impacted, some partial reductions, equivalent 
of 24.7 full-time positions) 

● Leadership lessened the impact by utilizing alternative funding and taking advantage of 
attrition to minimize the number of people impacted. (Equivalent of 30 full-time positions.) 

● The College of Liberal Arts and the School of Fine Arts will merge allowing us to realize 
operational and administrative efficiencies while also preserving and optimizing the program 
offerings.  

○ This merger will keep academic programs intact, preserve faculty lines, and allow for 
further collaboration and synergies. 

● No academic programs will be eliminated. Two academic programs will undergo repositioning:  
○ Jazz studies will change from a standalone major to a concentration. Students currently 

in the major will be able to complete their degree.  
○ Early childhood studies (unified early childhood studies dual licensure and early 

childhood studies non-licensure) will be temporarily suspended and positioned for a 
successful relaunch. Students admitted to the programs through Fall 2020 will be able 
to complete the majors as currently offered. 

○ Masters in English will suspend new admissions to the program for the next two years. 
● The Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning will be eliminated, however leadership will 

continue to offer faculty development in partnership with the Twin Cities’ Center for 
Educational Innovation and other administrative units at UMD. 

 



 
UMD Enrollment 

 

 
● Enrollment is composed of new and returning students. Efforts to focus on ensuring student 

success have been and will remain a top priority. UMD students have been more successful 
with increased four-year graduation rate from 38.5% in 2014 to 48.2% in 2019.  

● Projected high school graduation rates are expected to see significant declines starting in 
2025. Balancing the budget now positions UMD in a better place for the future. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

Background Budget Information: 

 
● Tuition revenues saw growth from 2002 - 2012 due to both increases in enrollment and 

increased tuition rates. 
● During this same time, state funding to UMD went from $46 million in 2003 to a low of $28 

million in 2012. 
● The “new paradigm” is intended to show when UMD (and many other institutions) shifted to 

being more dependent on tuition revenues than state support.  
● The “state special” is designated state funding; for example Natural Resources Research 

Institute. 
● The majority of annual increased costs are due to employee compensation, standard 

increases in costs such as utilities, and increases in “cost pool” expenses which are shared 
costs across the system to support systemwide resources. 

● Auxiliary operations at UMD are self-sufficient. For example, the upcoming residence and 
dining hall project is funded through housing and dining revenues.  

● UMD has made steady progress to balance an annual structural imbalance since 2014. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Fiscal Year Recurring Structural 
Imbalance 

2014 $9.4 million 

2015 $6.0 million 

2016 $5 million 

2017 $4 million 

2018 $3.2 million 

2019 $4.2 million 

2020  
(projected June 30) 

$4.0 million 

 
● The $5.2 million reduction that is currently in the works includes the current $4 million recurring 

structural imbalance and a mandated systemwide reduction of $1.2 million. 
● Each year the annual shortfall adds to a one-time sequestered debt. That amount currently 

totals $6.8 million. 


